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About This Game
"If I married all those who said they want me, now I would have so many of those husbands. All men who stay at this inn
immediately fall in love with me..." Elisa
Our visual novel tells the story of Elisa, a beautiful owner of an inn, struggling with the amorous proposal of honorable Knights,
high born Princes and rich Merchants.
It will be the Player to decide Elisa's fate and his/her choices may even influence her destiny for the better or the worse.
The Player is -not- the protagonist of this story, however.
His/Her judgements affect every character and their actions, like a god that watches everything from above.
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Our game offers more than 40 primary and secondary choices. These choices will positively and negatively influence
how the story unfolds.
Take control of our characters; be the one to decide their dialogues and achieving "good" or "bad" karma for them.

Obviously, there is much more! Other than making good and bad choices, the player will have the chance to unlock specific
personality traits for each character, as their behavior is shaped.

Enjoy discovering and collecting our 25+ available traits!

100+ artworks and backgrounds, available up to 4k resolution, crafted by our artists Bicio (winner of the "2015 Latin
American Manga contest") and Ria (winner of the "2015 Last Draw" nationwide anime-style illustration competition).
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Unlock and listen to our music tracks, written by the composers Adrian von Ziegler and Brunuhville.

English
Italian
Russian
French
German

Each artwork and background of our Visual Novel is available in 4k ULTRA HD resolution, which offers clearer and more
detailed images even at lower resolutions.
Other than this, we are planning to publish new downloadable content (which we will just call Season Pass), that is, quests and
additional acts to expand our story and improve our game's longevity even more.
It goes without saying, all the additional content is and will ALWAYS be free.
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Title: Elisa: the Innkeeper
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Neoclassic Games
Publisher:
Neoclassic Games
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Pentium 4 - 1.8 Ghz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Display 1280x720
Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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What a great local co-op game. It is perfect to pick up and play with very simple rules and controls. Everything about it is
flawless. Get it ASAP.. This is extremely well made. It only took around 45min to play all the way through, but what is there is
incredibly polished. It feels like an official Portal game. Can't wait to see what these guys make next! (Or if Valve just hires
them to make Portal 3....). How to play multiplayer??? :D. Games like this make me wish there was a "meh" button. I'll give it a
tepid thumbs-up.
Combat is buttery smooth, but the unlock system is horrible, forcing you to unlock worthless weapons in order to have access to
the important passive bonuses.. Talawa Games; A team of students from 'Future Games' a Swedish games education project
puts the heavily (over) used Unreal 3 Engine to use crafting a satisfying experience that only falls short for those wanting a well
told story. Controls are devilishly simple yet never serve too tarnish or cheapen gameplay. You control an unnamed robot with
an unflinching disposition that excels in 4 tasks with unmatched execution: Flight, Transporting Small Objects, Slamming into
EVERYTHING, and of course, look like a precious metal child with a propeller cap. The visuals evolve as you progress,
following the style of the puzzles. Locals include watery caves that evolve seamlessly into a bizarre fusion of metal and flesh.
Musical queues provide confirmation when progress is made, giving a well deserved feeling of relief and fits in just right with
the space around you. For 10$ Unmechanical provides enough content to satisfy without overstaying its welcome.. Blocked In
diorama was made first for Rift DK1. This was probably the best demo in the early days of VR. VR games has since advanced,
but this little diorama is still as charming as ever. I can only recommend it.. Good little game, it has it's pros and cons, but it is
worth the money for sure, specially with it's launch discount. Full review coming soon. One weird thing is that the game shows
in your library as Colosio Run, instead of The Sky Climber, hopefully this will get addressed as it could confuse some players,
but of course this doesn't affect the game experience. I'll also wait for the classic launch post before the full review.. It may look
childish at first (and it really is), but once you hop into the hilariousness, you're going to enjoy the stupidity at least a bit, I can
guarantee that.
I love how the game is so well made to its finest details. Graphics are so pleasing to look at and I didn't encounter a single issue
with the looks in general. It's beautiful, cute cartoon stuff.
The gameplay is great! I always loved games where you have many objects that do their very unique things. Animal Super
Squad has a LOAD of these. Vehicles are nice, very inspired by Happy Wheels, but that's not something I consider as very bad.
They are fun to play with and that's the important thing.
Even though I didn't use much of the editor, I absolutely do not overlook this feature. We need more people to express their
creativity. Sure, not the simplest editor to understand, yes. Though, it's still easily available to us, made for us, to make our ideas
come true. It really shouldn't be a forgotten thing.
There's really not much negative to talk about, seriously.
I don't like to compare games too much, but this can be considered as a cute, improved remake of Happy Wheels.
Definitely not disappointed of this investment!
SUB TO PEWDS. Make That Money is a game about time, money, and energy management. The object is to become a
millionaire through hard work, critical thinking, and of course, evaluating risks. The controls are simple, allowing you to focus
on the task at hand without the added struggle of learning a bunch of complex menus or control schemes.
The game has an intuitive day and night cycle, and the top down controls \/ view playing with the bg music and effects remind
me of the original GTA days (Pre-GTA IV), granting a lovely salute to the good ol retro days.
In my initial run, playing on Windows 10 I had the bug where the task bar would not leave view, covering the menu options at
the bottom of the screen. If this happens to you, the fix is simple: Exit the game (should work on any game that does this), right
click on your task bar then select Task Manager, then find Windows Explorer and right click on it, selecting the Reset option.
After this, close the windows and restart the game, For me, it was still there until I clicked on the game screen (anywhere will
do) and then the task bar went out of view.
Outside of this minor issue, I didn't encounter any game breaking bugs. I know there are said to be some bugs with some users,
but the dev is actively updating (just updated yesterday in fact) to fix bug reports and add new features. Unlike many who put
games out, this dev seems to be down to earth and up to suggestions, caring about what the user's likes and dislikes are and
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actively working to integrate those ideas into the game to make it better.
It's a new release, and like all new releases, there are some basic balance issues to deal with and new features to add. It's already
a good game. With a few good updates, I can see it easily being a great addition to the strategy \/ simulation genre of games here
on Steam. I like it, and look forward to the tweaks and additions to come. For $2.99, it's a great game to have some cheap fun
and kill a little time with.. Poor writing. Arts from teenager. They just wanted to make a game, but failed
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like this simple game.. I guess it's ok? It's pretty standard Far Cry stuff, just in Vietnam this time. A lush, green Vietnam lacking
location variety. I don't know why this is $12 when it's a lot shorter than the Mars expansion, although that one is total garbage.
5\/10 for HoD.. Impressive indie horror game. Decent story with a heart wrenching end sequence. The scare factor is a little
more on the light side in comparison to some other titles, and it left me wishing there was a bit more than what was there. That
being said, there is still genuine moments of creepiness and distress. The first encounters with the two bosses are pretty
terrifying at first, but the terror aspect does get a bit dull after the first million deaths. It may be short, but the soundtrack is
damn good for what it is. Glad I was able to get the soundtrack bundle for cheap. Some of the songs overlap a couple of the
spookier parts of the game, which felt a little unnatural for what was visually happening. A good dose of Silence would have
done this game's horror aspect some good. I was pleasantly surprised at how well this game ran for only being developed by two
people. Looks absolutely lovely, and absolutely grimy and disgusting when need be. The passion and hard work put into this
game can be seen and heard throughout the entire experience. The message is very clearly delivered at the end of the game, a
concise statement held in mutual agreement with the player after the emotional ending. On a scale of indie games I give Never
Again a solid 8\/10.. Really a well written story, voted a well deserved 9\/10 : The Origin of a Bipolar (trust me you will
understand what I mean by playing the game ;) young Fool and his ascension to court Jester of the King (in few years, from his
work on the family farm to the court of a Duke with fellows performers to his encounter with his chimp\/simian companion
(either he will love you or hate you) to being sent to Royal Court in service to the crown and "duel" other jesters) Feel like the
words used catch very well the Medieval setting also Love the dialog with really funny quips and entertaining antics by the main
PC. Highly suggest to try this game.. This is a very balance game in which no two players are alike with many varaities to choose
from u can battle your heart out with every tank in the world! I am from Russia, and have tried this game in closed beta ! a lot
has come up with updates, upgrades, balance changes, nerfs to some guns,and hulls. What ever you choose in -game or non
memberd game in any server tanki online is the place for you to enjoy, mainly pay- to win, this is still a very great game to play
and make new friends alon the way. and I trully hope you have the same satisfation i have. Predator, one of the most iconic
Aliens in all of Scifi, now spine ripping his way through MK! I really enjoyed this character addition.. Free DLC? I'm in!
I've been playing Sandbox on my iPad for a while, and it is a fun game.
Plus, the FREE DLC with more humans makes it a lot better.
It's worth the $10.. better gameplay than umbral star. Shishou 10\/10.
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